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Good morning Chairman Graham, Ranking Member Feinstein, and members of the Senate Judiciary Committee. On behalf of my Office and our partners in state and local law enforcement, I thank the Committee for its work and attention to this vital issue of local, state, and national public safety.

The single most important criminal justice challenge in the last ten years is, in my opinion, the use of mobile devices by bad actors to plan, execute, and communicate about crimes. Just as ordinary citizens rely on digital communication, so do people involved in terrorism, cyber fraud, murder, rape, robbery, and child sexual assault.

For this reason, lawful, court-ordered access to these communications has become essential for us to prevent crime, to hold people accused of crimes accountable, and to exonerate the innocent.

Until the fall of 2014, Apple and Google routinely provided law enforcement access to their mobile phones when they received a court-ordered search warrant. That changed when they rolled out their first mobile operating systems that, by design, often make the contents of smartphones completely inaccessible. In doing so, Apple and Google effectively upended centuries of American jurisprudence holding that nobody’s property is beyond the reach of a court-ordered search warrant.

In 2014, my Office stood in the vanguard of American law enforcement sounding the alarm about the dangers of default smartphone encryption.1 In subsequent years, I have delivered this call in testimony to the U.S. House and Senate, including members of this committee in 2015,2 and

---


joined with law enforcement leaders in the U.S.\(^3\) and Europe\(^4\) in op-eds that explained the public safety import of this issue. My Office has also published five annual reports on Smartphone Encryption and Public Safety providing unique and valuable data and analysis on this topic.\(^5\)

Apple and Google, meanwhile, have framed this issue as an either/or proposition. Either we can have user privacy or lawful access, but we can’t have both, they say. And they’ve been successful in propagating this message, even though it’s not true.

My Office is not anti-encryption. Far from it. We routinely use encryption in the course of our daily work, whether in guarding our city’s critical infrastructure against cybersecurity threats or soliciting tips on crimes against immigrant New Yorkers, and we recognize its value in our society and across the world. That does not mean encrypted material should be beyond the law when a judge signs a search warrant – especially when we’re talking about evidence tied to a child sex abuse case or a potential terrorist attack.

Apple and Google have maintained their absolutist position that no form of lawful access can be reconciled with privacy concerns. Yet they have not demonstrated to law enforcement leaders what, if any, damaging effects to user privacy their pre-2014 cooperation with law enforcement caused.\(^6\) Further, they have decided for their own private business interests that the Fourth Amendment grants a right, not just to privacy, but to anonymity. This is wrong, and it upends the careful balance our Constitution strikes between privacy and public safety interests.

\[\text{I. HOW SMARTPHONE ENCRYPTION AFFECTS PROSECUTORS AND VICTIMS OF CRIME}\]

So how has default smartphone encryption affected law enforcement and crime victims? Let me answer these questions with two brief examples from my own Office.
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\(^6\) Bruce Sewell, Senior Vice President and General Counsel for Apple, Inc., Responses to Questions for the Record, “The Encryption Tightrope: Balancing Americans’ Security and Privacy,” at p. 2. Question 6(b)(1). U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary, 1 March 2016. Was the technology you possessed to decrypt these phones ever compromised? Answer: The process Apple used to extract data from locked iPhones running iOS7 or earlier operating systems was not, to our knowledge, compromised.
The first involves child sexual abuse. A babysitter at a local church in Manhattan was identified as having shared images of child sexual assault online. Pursuant to a search warrant, his encrypted mobile phone and other devices were seized. Over time, we opened the devices using technology from a paid consultant. We then discovered the suspect was, not only sharing images of child sexual assault, but sexually abusing children himself, and recording the abuse as well. Based on this evidence, we charged him and a jury convicted him of predatory sexual assault of children. He was subsequently sentenced to 100 years to life in prison.

In the second example, we were not so lucky. My Office was investigating a case of sex trafficking, and obtained an encrypted phone from a suspect who was incarcerated on a different case. In a recorded telephone call from prison, the suspect told an accomplice that he hoped his phone had the newest encrypted operating system.

The inmate said to his friend, “Apple and Google came out with these softwares that can no longer be [un]encrypted by the police … [i]f our phone[s are] running on iOS8 software, they can’t open my phone. That may be [a] gift from God.”

In fact, we were never able to view the contents of his phone because of this gift to sex traffickers that came, not from God, but from Apple. As a result, our investigation of sex trafficking was blocked by encryption.

II. A GROWING PROBLEM WITH RAMIFICATIONS FOR OUR PUBLIC SAFETY AND ENTIRE SYSTEM OF JUSTICE

Our most recent internal data from our fifth annual report on Smartphone Encryption and Public Safety puts this growing problem into sharp relief:
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First, my Office receives, in criminal investigations, on average 1,600 mobile devices each year, with almost half of those being Apple devices. The percentage of locked Apple devices has increased substantially over the past five years, from 60 percent in 2014 to more than 82 percent we obtained over the past two years. So that means, for Apple devices alone, we receive over 600 locked and encrypted devices each year.
Second, more than 50 percent of the mobile devices that we’ve received this year are connected to investigations into crimes of violence, such as homicides, sex crimes, and assaults.

Our statistics illustrate the alarming frequency in which smartphone encryption forces my Office to investigate and prosecute our city’s most serious criminal offenses without access to key evidence. To be clear, we are in some cases able to gain entry into these phones by using lawful hacking tools we’ve paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to private companies to obtain.

In one notable case, a forensic search of an armed robbery and kidnapping suspect’s phone made us aware of numerous text messages that had been exchanged between various unknown parties at or near the time of the kidnapping. These messages had been deleted and were not viewable by investigators – that is until, after months of attempts, a third-party vendor helped us access deleted texts that had been exchanged before, during, and after the kidnapping. This new evidence helped us identify and charge three other culprits.

Such third-party workarounds are cost prohibitive, however, for all but a handful of local law enforcement agencies, like mine in Manhattan. They are simply out of reach for many of the smaller and rural communities that you represent. And the price we pay doesn’t guarantee access, since the process doesn’t work in roughly half the cases. The paid workarounds simply give us a better chance of getting into a phone using automated guesses, and Apple and Google have methods to slow down our rate of guessing. This cat-and-mouse game can stretch across weeks, months, or even years, and that time line is unacceptable for a criminal justice system that has strict statutes of limitations and speedy trial requirements.

This issue also matters in another important way that few people appreciate: in a number of important cases, our ability to open and access phones has led to the exoneration of people wrongly suspected or arrested for crimes.

In one such case, two defendants were identified by eyewitnesses as part of a gang assault in which a large group of people attacked three men and two women. Based on evidence successfully extracted from an encrypted phone, it was determined that the defendants were not present for the assault at all, and they were exonerated prior to trial.

I believe everyone on this committee and Americans generally want to avoid miscarriages of justice. So do I. Our ability to access devices enables us to protect our two-fold obligations – to hold the guilty responsible and to protect the innocent from injustice.

III. SMARTPHONE ENCRYPTION IS A LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT PROBLEM

The smartphone encryption debate is often framed as a national security issue. The F.B.I. reportedly paid $900,000 to have a private vendor unlock the San Bernardino shooter’s iPhone after Apple told authorities it could not access the device. The mass shooters at Sutherland Springs,

---


11 CNBC. “Senator reveals that the FBI paid $900,000 to hack into San Bernardino killer’s iPhone.” 5 May 2017. [https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/05/dianne-feinstein-reveals-fbi-paid-900000-to-hack-into-killers-iphone.html](https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/05/dianne-feinstein-reveals-fbi-paid-900000-to-hack-into-killers-iphone.html)
Texas\textsuperscript{12} and Dayton, Ohio\textsuperscript{13} also left behind locked phones that stymied the completion of investigations – investigations that might help communities and law enforcement stop the next mass shooter.

While these are obviously important national cases that demand significant attention and resources, I believe the smartphone encryption debate should center more around the threat it poses to local security in towns across our nation. The majority of collateral damage incurred due to locked mobile devices occurs at the local and state levels, where it is estimated up to 95 percent of American criminal cases are handled. Prosecutors in your home states are all now facing these intractable challenges.

The impact is felt across the country. For instance, it is my understanding that the Florida Department of Law Enforcement alone possessed 418 locked devices earlier this year. In addition, the Raleigh (N.C.) Police Department had 281, the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation had more than 100, and the Charleston County (S.C.) Sheriff’s Office had 70.

As I noted earlier, the workarounds by third-party vendors that sometimes succeed for our office are not an option for most local prosecutor’s offices, due to the prohibitive costs involved. Thus, two versions of justice exist: one for major cities that can afford such workarounds, and a second for smaller agencies that lack the financial means.

Why should justice be made unattainable for victims in these localities for the sake of Apple and Google’s bottom line?

Their decisions to advertise privacy, above all else, make a loud statement that they’re not concerned about victims where key evidence is inaccessible due to their locked devices. Earlier this year, no less an authority than Rene Mayrhofer, Google’s Director of Android Platform Security, belittled the locking out of law enforcement as an “unintended side effect”\textsuperscript{14} of its latest security features.

Unintended or not, the reality remains that these tech titans are doing tremendous damage to our justice system, particularly justice at the local and state levels, by choosing to render themselves incapable of complying with a judge’s signed order.

IV. WHY THE CLOUD IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR LAWFUL ACCESS

Law Enforcement is often told that we do not need access to a mobile device to conduct a thorough investigation. Proponents of smartphone encryption say we are living in a “golden age of surveillance,” and we should therefore obtain evidence from alternative sources, such as data saved on “the cloud.”

\textsuperscript{12} Reigstad, Leif. “Investigators Want Apple to Turn Over Data from the Sutherland Springs Shooter’s iPhone.” \textit{Texas Monthly}, 20 November 2017. \url{https://www.texasmonthly.com/the-daily-post/apple-iphone-shooting-sutherland-springs/}


My Office does, in fact, regularly obtain evidence from cloud providers pursuant to search warrants, in the form of emails, photographs or videos, and other data that has been backed up from a device.

However, the cloud is an imperfect and incomplete solution to the encryption problem, since the most critical evidence is often only available on a device itself.

This is true for three main reasons:

1. More storage exists on devices than on the cloud. For instance, an iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro come equipped with a minimum of 64 Gigabytes of storage (and, in the case of the iPhone 11 Pro, a maximum of 512 Gigabytes). Meanwhile, Apple provides only 5 Gigabytes of free storage on iCloud by default. Therefore, not all information can be backed up to the iCloud unless a user purchases additional storage data.

2. Even if a user chooses to purchase more data storage, the user has the option to choose which applications to backup to the iCloud. A user can simply decide to not backup communications, videos, or photos that are incriminating or otherwise critical to an investigation. The user can also opt out of backing up data to the iCloud entirely.

3. Data is available through the cloud only when it has been saved to the cloud. Often a device that is in use during the commission of a street crime – such as a robbery or shooting – is recovered before the evidence is saved by the device to the cloud. The only way to access that data is through the device itself.

V. CHANGING WINDS, DISPELLING MYTHS

Ideally, Apple and Google would do their part to help create a balanced technical and legal solution to the problems caused by their encryption decisions. Absent this contribution, the changing winds of public sentiment around Big Tech, in the wake of Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica16 and Google’s Project Dragonfly17 scandals, has recently created a climate that will support a legislative solution.

Project Dragonfly, in particular, raised a host of questions about Google’s planned adherence to China’s strict internet censorship rules. Among those questions: if Google is willing to obey an authoritarian government’s censorship rules for search engines why won’t it do what is necessary to comply with lawful court-ordered search warrants in the United States?

Similar questions on censorship surround Apple’s activities in China. Knowledgeable observers suggest Apple – a self-proclaimed champion of consumer privacy in America – does not

---

abide by the same standard when it comes to protecting the privacy of protestors in Hong Kong, because it’s better for its bottom line to acquiesce to China’s wishes.\textsuperscript{18}

To be clear, I, as well as prosecutors across America, are not asking Apple or Google for something extraordinary. We are not asking for a “backdoor” mechanism that would allow our offices to surreptitiously snoop on private citizens. Nor do we want “surveillance” of smartphone communications.\textsuperscript{19} Instead, we are asking these companies to comply with warrants issued by impartial judges upon findings of probable cause: something I explained in letters to Apple CEO Tim Cook and Google CEO Larry Page in 2014. \textsuperscript{20}

Some in the tech sector have sought to stoke fear that this type of lawful access will morph into a sweeping data collection apparatus that places consumer privacy at risk. I can assure anyone with such a concern that the search warrant process is subject to strict constitutional protections, which have been successfully overseen by impartial courts for over 200 years.

The same cannot be said for Facebook or Google – which harvest our private data, sell it to others for extraordinary profit, and, on occasion, lose millions of people’s private information due to hacks. Just last month, we learned that Google’s “Project Nightingale” gathers the personal health data of millions of Americans, without informing patients.\textsuperscript{21} Likewise, the 2018 security breach that exposed the accounts of 50 million Facebook users\textsuperscript{22} demonstrates how the tech companies’ priorities are not about protecting privacy after all.

Finally, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced in March planned privacy changes involving end-to-end encryption for Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, and Instagram.\textsuperscript{23} In doing so, Zuckerberg conceded that, with billions of people using these services, there would be some who would use these newly encrypted services for “truly terrible things like child exploitation, terrorism, and extortion.” Law enforcement leaders from the U.S., the United Kingdom, and Australia have since signed an open letter publicly opposing these changes.\textsuperscript{24}

In 2018 alone, Facebook was responsible for 16.8 million reports of child sexual exploitation and abuse to the U.S. National Center for Missing and Exploited Children.\textsuperscript{25} The National Crime


\textsuperscript{20} See Attached Appendix B.


Agency estimates these reports resulted in more than 2,500 arrests, with 3,000 children brought to safety. Yet Zuckerberg’s announced changes would dramatically restrict the ability to generate these reports: again, because a private company has made a business decision to render its products inaccessible to itself or law enforcement. Simply put, Facebook’s planned end-to-end encryption will make it harder to detect – and stop – child abuse and similar crimes.26

It’s deeply troubling to think the overwhelming majority of these reports would cease if child sex predators were able to “go dark” because of Facebook’s business decision. My Office, which is one of the leading anti-trafficking agencies in America, frequently relies on Facebook messages obtained through appropriate judicial process to build cases against traffickers. A world in which children can be recruited and groomed on Facebook – with no hope of law enforcement intervention – is a world in which we, collectively, are failing our children.

VI. CONGRESSIONAL ACTION IS REQUIRED TO SOLVE THIS COMPANY-MADE PROBLEM

Five years since the smartphone encryption sea change, it is unconscionable that smartphone manufacturers, rather than working with government to address public safety concerns, have dug in their heels and mounted a campaign to convince their customers that government is wrong and that privacy is at risk. Because Apple and Google refuse to reconsider their approach, I believe the only answer is federal legislation ensuring lawful access. Tech goliaths have shown time and again they have no business policing themselves.

Of course, as in any industry – especially when it comes to public safety – federal regulation has been important for many decades in the communications industry.

For example, when telephone companies went from using copper wires to using fiber optics and digital signals, law enforcement could no longer rely on previous technology when it came to wiretaps, so Congress passed the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA), mandating that telecom providers build into their systems mechanisms for law enforcement to install new forms of wiretaps when approved by a court. CALEA has worked. It has saved lives, and it has withstood constitutional challenge. It has not stifled innovation, as its opponents feared. And it has not caused American consumers to migrate to foreign competitors in search of greater privacy.

The same is true in the financial services industry. Beginning in the 1970s, as law enforcement learned more about how criminals were using banks to move money, Congress passed new laws to require financial institutions to adopt new technologies and procedures to detect money laundering; to better know their customers; to maintain customer data; and to make that data available to law enforcement pursuant to a court order. Over time, government and industry came together to develop protocols and procedures to effectively implement those new laws, and a broad consensus emerged. Banks and investment firms did not want to be conduits for crime and terror.

My sincere hope is that, with appropriate congressional leadership and legislation, a similar result can be achieved with this industry, too.

I anticipate that today Apple will tell you it is impossible to maintain keys to open one of their devices without creating a hole for cryptocriminals themselves to gain access. I have two responses to this:

- First, in 2016, Apple’s then-general counsel acknowledged that the company’s process for unlocking phones in response to warrants prior to 2014 had never led to a security breach.  

- Second, this new criminal justice problem is the direct result of these private companies’ decisions to redesign their products. I’m not a technologist, but I’m confident the problem can be solved by a company re-design as well. As President Kennedy once said, “Our problems are man-made, therefore, they can be solved by man. No problem of human destiny is beyond human beings.”

A middle ground exists in the smartphone encryption debate. The right balance between privacy and public safety can be achieved by (1) requiring a court-ordered search warrant, and (2) limiting the information sought to data at rest (for example, the photos and messages that are already on your phone). In other words, I’m not talking about surveillance of live discussions or other communications while they are in progress. This middle ground on encryption is the position “most likely to enable fruitful debate among diverse communities-of-interest,” according to the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.

Given the current impasse, I am convinced this middle ground will only be achieved through federal legislative action, which is why I am here today. Allowing private companies in Silicon Valley to continue to assert themselves as the unregulated gatekeepers of critical evidence is dangerous, and warrants legislative intervention.

Thank you for inviting me to testify today.

---
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Introduction

Since November 2015, this Office has written annual reports on the subject of smartphone encryption, following decisions by Apple and Google in 2014 to render data on their devices completely inaccessible without a passcode. The reports have documented the harmful impact these private business decisions have had on criminal investigations and criminal justice outcomes at the local, state, national, and international levels.

Our 2015 report was titled Report of the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office on Smartphone Encryption and Public Safety.\(^1\) After summarizing the encryption debate as it stood at the time, it explained the importance of evidence stored on smartphones; detailed how traditional investigatory methods cannot be used to unlock an encrypted device; and provided real-world examples of cases that were stymied and crimes that went unsolved as a result of these corporate decisions. It explained that, prior to Apple’s 2014 announcement, there was no evidence that its devices were particularly susceptible to hacking, or that courts, when authorizing search warrants, were not properly protecting personal privacy interests as they have done for over two hundred years. The report proposed a legislative solution that would provide a uniform national approach to balancing consumer privacy concerns and criminal justice needs, free from technology-company influence.\(^2\)

Our 2016 report further documented the growing impact of default smartphone encryption on law enforcement and criminal justice, and the gathering debate (dominated largely by the technology companies themselves) about the supposed divide between criminal justice and privacy interests.\(^3\) It also warned that continued legislative inaction would lead to an untenable “arms race” between tech companies and law enforcement, in which device manufacturers continually adopt technological “fixes” whenever law enforcement is able to access data through an ad-hoc “workaround.”\(^4\)

Our 2017 report examined this unfolding arms race, and explained that, despite law enforcement’s ability to develop workarounds, such solutions are cost-prohibitive to most prosecutors and investigators, causing unequal access to justice for crime victims across the country.\(^5\) The 2017 report also provided examples of additional crimes—big and small—that were solved or remained unsolved depending on access to cellphone data, as well as cases

---

\(^2\) Id. at 13.
\(^4\) Id. at 7, 30.
where individuals were exonerated of serious crimes because law enforcement was able to access encrypted cellphone evidence.6

Our 2018 report7 provided an update on the number and status of encrypted, inaccessible devices; recent examples of cases where cellphone evidence was crucial; new developments in the U.S. courts; and legislative initiatives internationally. It went on to examine the current state of the arms race between law enforcement and device makers, including a chronology of the continuing efforts by Apple to engineer its devices and software in ways that would thwart law enforcement workarounds. It concluded with a discussion of the recent controversies that have plagued technology companies over their failures to protect consumer privacy, and why such developments only underscore the need for a legislative solution to the continuing encryption dispute.8

This 2019 report recounts further developments over the past year. First, courts in the United States are increasingly split on how to balance the complex issues of lawful access and privacy concerns. Second, despite some increasing international calls for regulatory or legislative solutions to resolve the privacy/security encryption debate, little has been done, domestically or internationally, to advance a solution. Finally, increased scrutiny of the technology sector and its impact on public and private life has continued to change the political and regulatory climate in which technology companies operate. These developments have called into further question the companies’ motives in preventing law enforcement from accessing smartphone data, and the wisdom of making them the gatekeepers of lawful access to such data. We conclude by positing that this evolving landscape offers lawmakers in the United States an opportunity to re-evaluate the authority of technology companies to dictate what data is and is not accessible to law enforcement, and to address the issue through federal legislation: an outcome we have proposed since our first report in 2015.

I. Lawful Access to Smartphone Data: A 2019 Update

A. Cellphone Data Remains Critical to Establishing Guilt or Innocence

When a heavily armed assailant massacred nine people and injured twenty-seven others in Dayton, Ohio on August 4, 2019, it was understood by all that a full and thorough investigation was essential, not only to understand this latest mass shooting, but to prevent others from occurring. The investigation that unfolded naturally included interviews with eyewitnesses and individuals who were familiar with the suspect, a review of video surveillance,

6 Id. at 3, 8–9.
8 Id. at 14–17.
an analysis of his writings, and—these days—a prompt forensic review of his personal communications devices, including his smartphones, tablets, and laptops.

Innumerable investigations of past similar crimes have taught that a suspect’s personal devices can yield crucial immediate evidence of his motives, other victims, other pending dangers, and unknown accomplices. Unfortunately, however, as in countless prior investigations, the FBI—because of default smartphone encryption—has to date been unable to access one of the suspect’s critical phones. This inaccessibility might be shocking to some policymakers and members of the public; for law enforcement, inaccessibility is the new normal.

For our office and others, the number of encrypted devices containing important evidence remains high, with the trend of inaccessibility increasing each year. As the below chart indicates, the percentage of encrypted Apple devices arriving at our office has increased significantly over the past five years, from 59.6% in 2014 to 82.2% in 2019.

---


This increase has had a direct impact on real-life criminal investigations, exonerations, and prosecutions in all manner of criminal cases, from identity theft to homicides, sexual offenses, and other violent crimes. The chart below depicts the breakdown of crimes for which our office has obtained a mobile device, whether encrypted or accessible, in the course of an arrest or investigation.

What follows are just a few examples of cases handled by this Office over the past year in which smartphone evidence was particularly critical.
• In one case, the defendant raped a woman, who, at the time of the assault, had an Order of Protection against the defendant. In an attempt to cover up the crime, the defendant created phony text messages to make it appear that the victim was falsely accusing him. The defendant’s phone was locked and the contents in were inaccessible without the passcode. After a warrant was obtained, a digital forensic technician used a workaround to extract data from the defendant’s phone, which showed that he had indeed sent the texts to himself using a fake texting app to impersonate the victim.

• In another case, a victim was kidnapped and robbed at gunpoint by several assailants. Investigators quickly identified one of the perpetrators but were unable to determine who else was involved in the crime. The forensic search of the perpetrator’s cellphone led to the identification and seizure of a second perpetrator’s phone. The initial search of that phone led to the discovery that numerous text messages had been exchanged among various unknown parties at or near the time of the kidnapping, but these messages had been deleted and were not viewable by investigators. After several months of using a third-party workaround, we were able to retrieve these deleted text messages, which were exchanged before, during, and after the kidnapping. Based on this new evidence, we were able to identify and charge the three other culprits in the crime.

• During an incident on a Manhattan street, a victim was slashed in the throat, causing a severe carotid artery wound. A suspect was charged with Attempted Murder and Assault. The defendant’s phone was encrypted. After obtaining a warrant and after months of employing a workaround, the phone was unlocked, and we found video evidence which established that the defendant in fact did not commit the slashing.

• In a case charging the Dissemination of Indecent Material to Minors, the defendant, an eighth-grade teacher, gave several students his personal cell phone number and began having intimate and sexual conversations with them. Although the defendant has pleaded guilty to one count, it is believed that there are other unknown child victims. Our office obtained a warrant to access his phone, but, due to encryption, we have not been able to retrieve any such additional evidence.

• In another recent case, two defendants are charged with murder for shooting a man as he walked toward his home. It is believed that the killing was gang related, and that the defendants targeted the victim because of a rival gang
association. For proof of such a motive, and of the relationship between the defendants and the victim, our office obtained search warrants for both of the defendants’ phones. One such phone indeed yielded evidence of a defendant’s gang membership, his relationship with the other defendant, and his animosity toward some of the victim’s associates. The other defendant’s phone, however, remains inaccessible due to encryption, and similar evidence has thus not been developed for the second defendant.

B. An Update on Developments in the Courts

As discussed in our prior reports, federal and state courts, without legislative guidance, have been grappling with the question of whether and how law enforcement should be permitted to overcome encryption of electronic devices. Additionally, the academic community has weighed in on the issue. In years past, the threshold question has been whether, if law enforcement attempts to compel a suspect to enter a passcode to decrypt a device, such compulsion violates the user’s Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. However, courts have recently begun to address the additional question of whether compelling the use of biometric data, such as fingerprints or an individual’s face, to decrypt a device implicates the Fifth Amendment as well, as is discussed further below.

Since our 2018 report, numerous state and federal courts have addressed the issue of compelled decryption, but no consensus has emerged. In fact, intermediate appellate courts within the same state have split on this issue. Until the U.S. Supreme Court weighs in, it

---

12 See, e.g., Orin S. Kerr, Compelled Decryption and the Privilege Against Self-Incrimination, 97 Texas L. Rev. 767 (2019) (arguing that, when the government can independently verify that a suspect knows the passcode to an encrypted device, it becomes a foregone conclusion and the Fifth Amendment does not bar the government from enforcing a lawful decryption order); Laurent Sacharoff, What Am I Really Saying When I open My Smartphone? An Response to Orin S. Kerr, 97 Texas L. Rev. Online 63 (2019) (countering Professor Kerr, Professor Sacharoff contends that the government’s independent knowledge should apply not to the suspect’s knowledge of the passcode, but instead to its knowledge, with reasonable particularity, of the files that the person possess on the device in question); Laurent Sacharoff, Unlocking the Fifth Amendment: Passwords and Encrypted Devices, 87 Fordham L. Rev. 203 (2018) (arguing that the government can compel a suspect to decrypt only those files it already knows she possesses”).
13 See In the Matter of the Search of a Residence in Oakland, California, 354 F. Supp. 3d 1010, 1015–17 (N.D. Cal. 2019); In the Matter of the Search of: a White Google Pixel 3 XL Cellphone in a Black Incipio Case, 2019 WL 2082709, at *1 (D. Idaho May 8, 2019), vacated 2019 WL 3401990 (D. Idaho July 26, 2019) (reversing the magistrate’s order which had denied the government’s request to compel defendant to decrypt his cellphone). In our 2018 report, we noted that biometric data, such as fingerprints or an individual’s face, was generally not considered to be protected by the Fifth Amendment. 2018 Report, supra note 7, at 10–11. Professor Kerr made a similar observation, stating that “[a] thumbprint is nontestimonial: the government can order a suspect to place his thumb on a fingerprint reader without triggering the [Fifth Amendment] privilege at all.” Kerr, supra note 12, at 796.
14 See infra notes 35–36 and text, describing the split between Florida appellate courts.
appears that state and federal courts around the country will continue to provide inconsistent guidance.

As described at greater length in our prior reports, courts have typically addressed the question of compelled decryption by analyzing whether the “foregone conclusion” doctrine applies to an individual’s knowledge of a device passcode, or—alternatively—to the government’s knowledge of the contents of a device. Under the foregone conclusion doctrine, if the government can demonstrate the “existence and location” of the information sought from a suspect, the Fifth Amendment does not apply, because the suspect would be “surrendering,” and not testifying about, the information. As noted, courts continue to split on the question of whether the government must simply prove the suspect has knowledge of a passcode, or whether the government must show that the actual contents of the device are known to the government prior to the compelled access.

Recently, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, building upon its prior ruling in Commonwealth v. Gelfgatt, held that, under article 12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, the foregone conclusion exception applies if the government proves “beyond a reasonable doubt” that a “defendant knows the password to decrypt an electronic device.” In the case, which involved sexual servitude, the Commonwealth, upon a search incident to the arrest of a defendant, recovered a cell phone that could only be decrypted with the entry of a passcode. The government sought an order to compel the defendant to decrypt the phone. In its ruling, the court reasoned that, to require a lesser burden of proof “would defeat the meaning and purpose of the [foregone conclusion] exception.” The Court ultimately

---

16 For a detailed analysis of the foregone conclusion doctrine, see Professor Kerr’s law review article on the subject of compelled decryption. See Kerr, supra note 12, at 773–78.
17 Fischer v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 411 (1976) (citing In re Harris, 221 U.S. 274, 279 [1911] [internal quotation marks omitted]).
18 Compare Commonwealth v. Jones, 117 N.E.3d 702, 712–14 (Mass. 2019) (holding that the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, the government must “prove that a defendant knows the password to decrypt an electronic device beyond a reasonable double for the foregone conclusion exception to apply”), with In the Matter of the Search of a Residence in Oakland, California, 354 F.Supp.3d 1010, 1016–18 (N.D. Cal. 2019) (holding that the foregone conclusion doctrine did not apply since the government “inherently lacks the requisite prior knowledge of the information and documents that could be obtained via a search” of the digital devices).
20 Jones, 117 N.E.3d 702 at 713.
21 Id. Presumably due in part to the novelty of the issue, the Court invited amici to submit briefs on the question of what burden the government bears in order to establish a “foregone conclusion.” Amicus Announcements from September 2018 to August 2019, available at https://www.mass.gov/info-details/amicus-announcements-from-september-2018-to-august-2019. One of the amici, Professor Kerr, argued in his brief that the appropriate standard of proof under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution should be “clear and convincing evidence.” Id. at 713 n.12; see generally Commonwealth v. Jones, Brief of Amicus Curiae Professor Orin Kerr in Support of Neither Party, available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3264866 (arguing that “[t]he Court should hold that the Commonwealth must prove by clear and convincing evidence, based on a totality of the circumstances, that the subject of the order knows the password required to unlock the device”).
found that the government had met its burden, reversing the trial court’s decision, and entered an order compelling defendant to enter his passcode into the cell phone.\footnote{Jones, 117 N.E.3d at 720.}

As of the publication of this Report, the highest courts in three other states—Indiana, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey—have granted review of this issue.\footnote{See Seo v. State, 109 N.E.3d 418 (Ind. Ct. App. 2018), transfer granted, opinion vacated, 119 N.E.3d 90 (Ind. Dec. 6, 2018) (the Court heard oral arguments on April 8, 2019); Commonwealth v. Davis, 176 A.3d 869 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2017), appeal granted 195 A.3d 557 (Pa. 2018) (the Court heard oral arguments on May 14, 2019 on the following issue, as stated by Petitioner: “May [Petitioner] be compelled to disclose orally the memorized password to a computer over his invocation of privilege under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and Article I, [S]ection 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution?”); New Jersey v. Andrews, 197 A.3d 200 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2018), leave granted, 206 A.3d 964 (N.J. 2019) (leave was granted on May 3, 2019 and no argument date has been set; the statement of issue is: “Can a criminal defendant be compelled to disclose the passcode to his or her cellular phone?”).}

As described below, the intermediate appellate courts in these states have split two to one as to whether the foregone conclusion exception applies to the individual’s knowledge of the passcode or to the government’s knowledge of the information it seeks on the device in question.

- The Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division, applied the “reasonable particularity” standard to the government’s information regarding the passcodes to a defendant’s phones, not the contents of the phones themselves.\footnote{Andrews, 197 A.3d at 204–05.} In that case—involving an Essex County Sheriff’s officer who was part of a narcotics-trafficking network—the defendant surrendered his phones upon arrest to the Internal Affairs Department of the Sheriff’s Office, but refused to consent to a search of his phones, or provide their passcodes. In affirming the lower court order compelling the defendant to disclose the passcodes, the court reasoned that, since the government had established, and defendant did not dispute, that the defendant “exercised possession, custody, or control over the[ ] devices,” the foregone conclusion doctrine applied.\footnote{Id.} The court found the decisions in \textit{Apple MacPro Computer},\footnote{United States v. Apple MacPro Computer, 851 F.3d 238 (3d Cir. 2017).} and \textit{Gelfgatt},\footnote{11 N.E.3d 605.} “persuasive authority for the conclusion that [a] defendant’s Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination is not violated by requiring him to disclose the passcodes for his iPhones.”\footnote{Andrews, 197 A.3d at 207 and n.1.} The court made a similar ruling in a compelled passcode case in June.\footnote{State v. White, 2019 WL 2375391 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. June 5, 2019) (holding that the state had presented sufficient evidence to demonstrate that defendant had knowledge of the passcodes for the hard drives and computer tower at issue).} Leave to appeal was granted by the New Jersey Supreme Court in May 2019; a date for oral argument has, of this writing, not yet been set.

• The Superior Court of Pennsylvania, in a matter of first impression for the court, held that the state could compel a defendant to disclose the passcode for his computer since it was information that was not “beyond that which [defendant] has already acknowledged to investigating agents.” In that case, involving child pornography, a government agent had been communicating with the defendant and was aware of the IP address of the defendant’s computer. The court, citing case law from other jurisdictions, noted that “the government’s knowledge of the encrypted documents or evidence that it seeks to compel need not be exact[,]” and that in the instant case the record reflected a “high probability” that child pornography existed on the defendant’s computer. Oral argument in the case was heard by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in May 2019; a decision has not yet been issued.

• The Court of Appeals of Indiana rejected the state’s motion to compel a defendant to provide the passcode to her phone, concluding that the state had “not met the requirements of the foregone conclusion doctrine because it has not demonstrated that it can, with reasonable particularity, identify any files or describe where they are [on the phone].” In this case, the defendant had alleged that an individual had raped her, and provided her phone to the police to do a forensic download. Instead of moving forward on the rape allegations, the police began to investigate the defendant for harassment. Upon her subsequent arrest, she possessed the same phone that she had provided to the police earlier. While admitting that it was her phone, she refused to provide the passcode to unlock her phone. The Indiana Supreme Court heard argument in April 2019; a decision has not yet been issued.

Other state intermediate appellate courts have also recently addressed the issue of compelled decryption, with similarly mixed results. For example, state intermediate appellate courts in Florida are split on the issue of compelled decryption, with two courts holding that
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30 Davis, 176 A.3d at 874.
31 Id. at 875–76.
32 Id. at 876.
33 Seo, 109 N.E.3d at 436. Notably, the court, in the body of its decision, provided a “structure” for courts of last resort to consider when addressing the issue of decryption requests from law enforcement. Id. at 439–40; see id. at 440 n.38 (imploring courts to consider the balance between privacy rights and law enforcement needs regarding encryption in a “comprehensive way as soon as possible”).
34 Compare People v. Spicer, 2019 Ill. App (3d) 170814 (Ill. App. Ct. 3d Dist. Mar. 7, 2019) (holding that the foregone conclusion exception did not apply because the state was not seeking the individual’s passcode, but the information contained on the device), and State v. Johnson, 2019 WL 1028462 (Mo. Ct. App. Mar. 5, 2019) (holding that since the police had previously observed the defendant enter a passcode into the phone, the foregone conclusion exception applied).
the foregone conclusion doctrine applies to the files behind the encryption,\textsuperscript{35} while another held that the state need only demonstrate, with reasonable particularity, “its knowledge of the existence of the passcode, [defendant’s] control or possession of the passcode, and the self-authenticating nature of the passcode.”\textsuperscript{36}

Courts have not been any clearer when it comes to compelling the use of biometric data. Recently, two federal district courts have addressed the issue of compelling an individual to use biometric features (such as a thumbprint or facial or iris recognition) to unlock digital devices to conduct a duly authorized search. As discussed below, the courts were split, thus calling into question what was once thought a well-established rule:\textsuperscript{37} that compelling an individual to use biometric features to unlock a device does not violate the Fifth Amendment.

In January 2019, a federal magistrate judge in the Northern District of California held\textsuperscript{38} that the use of biometric features is testimonial, and that compelling an individual to provide his features to unlock a device would violate the Fifth Amendment.\textsuperscript{39} In that case, the government applied for a warrant to search a residence and seize, among other items, electronic devices. The government further requested that any individual present be compelled to use biometric features to unlock any seized devices.\textsuperscript{40} In denying the application, the court held that it violated the Fourth and Fifth Amendments: the Fourth because the application was overbroad, and the Fifth because compelling the individuals present to use their biometric features would violate their privilege against self-incrimination.\textsuperscript{41}

The court reasoned that the “unlocking [of] a phone with a finger or thumb scan far exceeds the ‘physical evidence’ created when a suspect submits to fingerprinting to merely compare his fingerprints to existing physical evidence.”\textsuperscript{42} It further noted that, even if the “Government may never be able to access the complete contents of a digital device, [that]

\textsuperscript{35} See \textit{G.A.Q.L. v. State}, 257 So.3d 1058, 1063–65 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 2018) (noting that the “object of the foregone conclusion exception is not the password itself, but the data the state seeks behind the passcode wall”); \textit{Pollard v. State}, 2019 WL 2528776 (Fla. 1st Dist. Ct. App. June 20, 2019) (agreeing, over a dissent, with the Fourth District “that unless the state can describe with reasonable particularity the information it seeks to access on a specific cellphone, an attempt to seek all communications, data and images ‘amount[s] to a mere fishing expedition’” (quoting \textit{G.A.Q.L.}, 257 So.3d at 1064)).


\textsuperscript{37} See supra note 13.

\textsuperscript{38} Shortly after the decision, the government moved to vacate the magistrate’s order. As of September 25, 2019, the matter is still pending in the district court. \textit{See In the Matter of the Search of a Residence in Oakland, California}, Docket No. 19-70053 KAW (On July 29, 2019, the government forwarded a copy of the district court’s decision in Idaho reversing the magistrate’s order).

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{In the Matter of the Search of a Residence in Oakland, California}, 354 F. Supp. 3d 1010, 1015–17 (N.D. Cal. 2019). Notably, the court’s decision was not as a result of a suppression motion, but instead written subsequent to receiving the government’s warrant application. \textit{Id.} at 1013.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Id.} at 1013–14.

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.} at 1014–15.

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 1016.
does not affect the analysis.”43 The court held that the foregone conclusion doctrine did not apply, since smartphones contain massive amounts of data that cannot be anticipated by law enforcement, and that “the Government inherently lacks the requisite prior knowledge of the information and documents that could be obtained via a search of these unknown digital devices.”44

Similarly, a federal magistrate judge in the District of Idaho held that compelling the use of an individual’s fingerprint to unlock a phone violates the Fifth Amendment.45 In that case, subsequent to a lawful search of a residence, federal law enforcement officers found a Google phone in a bathroom. The officers then applied for an additional search warrant authorizing law enforcement to compel the occupant of the residence to press his finger to the phone to unlock the device. In the submission, the government stated that, when asked, the individual indicated that his phone was in the bathroom where the phone in fact was later recovered.46 Although finding the underlying search of the residence was lawful, the magistrate held that the compelled use of the individual’s fingerprint violated the Fourth and Fifth Amendments, reasoning that unlocking the phone with a fingerprint was testimonial, as it would communicate ownership or control over the device (in violation of the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination), and that the search was thus unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment.47

The Court, similar to the California federal district court, had sua sponte raised these constitutional issues with regard to the lawfulness of the warrants in question. “In sum, what the Government would characterize as innocuous is instead a potentially self-incriminating testimonial communication because it involves the compelled use of biometrics—unique to the individual—to unlock the device. The Fifth Amendment does not permit such a result.”48 The court did not address the foregone conclusion doctrine.

The government then made a motion to reverse or vacate the Idaho magistrate’s Order,49 which was granted by a district court judge.50 The district court judge, after noting that neither the U.S. Supreme Court, nor any federal circuit, had dealt with the issue at hand,51

43 Id.
44 Id. at 1017–18.
47 Id. at *3.
49 See Motion to Reverse or Vacate Magistrate’s Order Denying Search Warrant Application, 2019 WL 3422134 (D. Idaho May 16, 2019).
51 Id. at *3 (“The compelled unlocking of digital devices using biometric means is an emerging area of law that raises both Fourth and Fifth Amendment concerns. There appears to be several decisions throughout the country that have addressed the issue in the federal district courts with mixed results.”).
adopted the Government’s position that the use of a fingerprint to unlock a device is not testimonial and is more akin to other compelled displays of certain physical character features. At the same time, the court seemed to accept as a given that compelling the production of a device’s passcode does violate the Fifth Amendment.

In short, recent cases addressing these varying encryption issues continue to provide inconsistent guidance to law enforcement, and reaffirm the conclusion that legislation is needed here.

C. An Update on Developments Internationally

As discussed in our prior reports, the debate over encryption extends across borders, and is typically framed—as in the United States—as a tradeoff between public safety and privacy. While a variety of countries continue to grapple with the question of how to respond to tech company encryption, a workable solution has yet to be reached, largely because the tech companies themselves continue to maintain their absolutist position that no form of lawful access can be reconciled with privacy concerns.

The “Five Eyes”

As noted in last year’s report, in 2018 the Five Country Ministerial commonly referred to as the “Five Eyes” countries, released a joint statement titled Statement of Principles on Access to Evidence and Encryption, which called upon technology firms to provide lawful access to encrypted data. While acknowledging a shared commitment to personal rights and privacy, the statement asserted that privacy concerns are “not absolute.” Citing longstanding principles that have allowed government authorities to search homes and vehicles for otherwise private information, the statement warned that, if impediments to access continue, “we may pursue technological, enforcement, legislative or other measures to achieve lawful access solutions.”

In the summer of 2019, the Five Eyes members held another conference in which senior ministers met to discuss ways of coordinating with the tech sector on encryption. Among the key themes was the need for international coordination in the face of emerging threats. Speaking at the conclusion of the conference, United States Attorney General William Barr noted that, “making our virtual world more secure should not come at the expense of

52 Id. at *6–7 (citing various U.S. Supreme Court cases).
53 2018 Report, supra note 7, at 12.
54 Member states include: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
56 Id.
making us more vulnerable in the real world.” Following the conference, the group released a statement reaffirming its commitment to pursuing lawful access to encrypted devices.

**Australia**

In the wake of the Five Eyes’ concerns, the latest nation to pursue a legislative measure is Australia. As discussed in our last report, the Australian legislature introduced a bill in 2018 that would require communications companies—under penalty of large fines—to provide assistance to law enforcement. The proposal was premised on the conclusion that “increasing use of encryption has significantly degraded law enforcement and intelligence agencies’ ability to access communications and collect intelligence, conduct investigations, . . . and detect intrusions.” The proposal was immediately criticized by members of the technology industry, among them prominent academic and cryptographer Bruce Schneier, who commented that it was “written by non-technologists and it’s not just bad policy. In many ways, I think it’s unworkable.”

In the past year, the criticisms have continued, but the proposed bill has been passed into law. The *Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment (Assistance and Access)* Bill (“AAB”) now establishes a framework for both voluntary and mandatory industry assistance to Australian law enforcement and intelligence agencies that is to be triggered by a
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59 Our prior reports described legislative proposals at various stages of discussion in the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. See 2015 Report, supra note 1, at 16–17; 2016 Report, supra note 3, at 27–28; 2017 Report, supra note 5, at 14–17; 2018 Report, supra note 7, at 12–13. It does not appear that any of these legislative proposals have substantially advanced in the past year.

60 See 2018 Report, supra note 7, at 12–13.


64 Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment (Assistance and Access) Bill 2018, supra note 61.
governmental notice.65 Such notices may be issued to any entity that provides online services or communications equipment within Australia (e.g., websites, applications, and telecom companies), and may compel the recipient to undertake a number of actions ranging from removing forms of electronic protection that they themselves have applied, to installing and using certain software or equipment.66

Importantly, the AAB includes language that explicitly prohibits the government from requiring a company to take steps that would create a “systemic weakness or systemic vulnerability” that would jeopardize user security.67 In other words, the law seeks to balance law enforcement needs and privacy concerns, an approach we have advocated in our prior reports. Unfortunately, this effort does not appear to have incentivized technology companies to seek such a balance.

Instead, the technology companies immediately repeated their position—consistent with what Apple has been saying since 2014—that, having given up the keys to encryption in the design of their software, they are no longer in a position to comply with any governmental requests. For example, in December 2018, Signal developer Joshua Lund published a blog post stating that the “end-to-end encrypted contents of every message and voice/video call are protected by keys that are entirely inaccessible to us.”68 Recently, Australian cloud services provider Vault Systems reported seeing an “exodus of data from Australia including physical, operational, and legal sovereignty.”69 Vault, however, acknowledged that these negative repercussions are largely due to the perceived compliance costs of the new law, even though such companies also operate in Russia and China.70

In other words, the reaction by many multinational tech companies appears to have been to reduce their presence in Australia, rather than comply with the new law or engage in discussion about a technological compromise.

To counter this narrative, the Australian government in August 2019 published public guidance to dispel “myths” about the new Act.71 The publication makes clear, for example,
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that the law will not “create backdoors and undermine information security.”72 To date, the AAB does not appear to have resulted in actions that have found their way into the Australian courts, and it is too early to predict what impact the new law will have on the ongoing international debate.

**The European Union**

Our 2017 report discussed efforts by the European Commission to encourage “a better and more structured collaboration between authorities, service providers, and other industry partners” in an effort to promote a more a coordinated approach to the technical and legal challenges posed by encryption.73 In January 2019, Europol expanded further on this message, in a *First Report of the Observatory Function on Encryption*.74 This new report explicitly recognizes that the current debate about encryption has become too polarized, with tech companies unnecessarily framing the issue as a “zero-sum game,” in which any tool that provides lawful access to law enforcement will necessarily compromise user privacy.75 To break this logjam, the EU advocates “targeted approaches” to the development of new investigative tools that are “proportionate to the crime that was committed.”76 This approach is consistent with the European Commission’s prior commitment to research “functional encryption:”77 technologies that would change the way data is encrypted in the first place, to allow law enforcement to gain selective access to data in certain circumstances, instead of granting “all or nothing” law enforcement access to a device.

Again, these discussions are at an early stage, and where they lead remains to be seen. But the concept is consistent with what our office has been advocating since our first report. Ideally, technology companies will abandon their steadfast refusal to discuss solutions and instead participate in an effort to come up with a balanced technical and legal outcome. If they do not, as discussed below, the changing political and regulatory landscape may well compel a legislative result.
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II. The Changing Political and Regulatory Climate

Our 2018 report recounted how a number of high-profile controversies in the prior year had begun to call into public question the wisdom of relying on big technology companies to be the sole arbiters of whether to make their customers’ data available pursuant to legal process. At the time, scandals like the one involving Facebook and Cambridge Analytica (in which a British political consulting firm was able to gain access to the private data of 87 million Facebook users and sell it to political campaigns) cast light on the fact that such companies naturally make their decisions based not on good public policy, but on their economic self-interest.

One developing story in last year’s report involved Google’s Project Dragonfly, a search engine to be launched in China that was designed by Google to comply with Chinese government censorship policies. The product was to restrict website and search results relating to subjects like human rights, democracy, peaceful protest, and religion. The planned launch provoked immediate outcry among legislators and the public, in which Google was accused of pursuing profits (China is Google’s second-largest market) in a manner that would censor free speech and facilitate human rights abuses by an autocratic regime. In July of 2019, after months of continuing criticism, Google terminated its Project Dragonfly project, but refused to commit that it would not move forward with a different censored product in China in the future.

In the meantime, American legislators and others in the past year have begun to express serious concerns about the fundamental business model of many technology companies, in which they harvest private user data—in ways that are little understood by the users—in order to sell the information at great profit to advertisers and others. At its core, the concern is that technology companies promote their products as “free,” but in reality they track everything their users do online and market that valuable information to third parties, without compensation to, or consent from, the users themselves. As Missouri Senator Josh Hawley has stated, “[w]hen a big tech company says its product is free, consumers are the ones being sold.” To address this concern, Senator Hawley and Senator Mark Warner of Virginia introduced bipartisan legislation in June 2019 that would require tech companies to disclose to consumers and regulators the types of data they collect, and provide users with assessments
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of the data’s value to the company. Other concerns have continued to unfold. For example, the expanding antitrust investigations of “Big Tech” reflect the view that such companies have too much control over the marketplace, including their customers’ personal data and decision making. Facebook’s recent announcement of its new digital currency proposal Libra was met with congressional and industry dismay: it has been reported that Libra’s partners “are hesitant to associate themselves too closely with the Libra project,” due to “Facebook’s issues with regulators around the world, the company’s shaky track record on privacy, and how it treats corporate partners, and the uncertain legality of cryptocurrencies.” And Google-owned YouTube recently agreed to pay a $170 million fine and provide new protections for children after it was alleged that it illegally collected children’s data to sell ads for products.

In short, these companies that were once perceived as “young, freewheeling and rebellious,” and as “quirky ‘startups,’” are now corporate behemoths facing suspicion and criticism from both sides of the political aisle:

84 Id.
89 Still other critics have pointed out that technology companies are more willing to invest money in legal fees and lobbying costs than to spend time discussing these emerging concerns. For example, it was reported that Apple’s lobbying spending in the U.S. grew from $4 million in 2014 to $7 million in 2017, and that “Apple, Amazon, Facebook and Google cumulatively racked up a roughly $50 million tab fighting off President Donald Trump and an onslaught of new federal regulations last year—a reflection that the tech industry is increasingly under political siege in the nation’s capital.” Tony Romm, Apple, Amazon, Facebook and Google Spent Nearly $50 Million—a Record—to Influence the U.S. Government in 2017, Vox, Jan. 23, 2018, available at https://www.vox.com/2018/1/23/16919424/apple-amazon-facebook-google-uber-trump-white-house-lobbying-immigration-russia; Apple Inc, Center for Responsive Politics, available at https://www.opensecrets.org/lobby/clientsum.php?id=D000021754, last visited Sept. 24, 2019.
• “Facebook has said, ‘Just trust us,’ . . . And every time Americans trust you, they seem to get burned.” – Senator Sherrod Brown (D-Ohio).91

• “I don’t trust you guys.” – Senator Martha McSally (R-Arizona) (referring to Facebook).92

• “Clearly, our trust and patience in your company and your monopoly has run out[.]” – Senator Josh Hawley (R-Missouri) (regarding Google).93

• “You can be an umpire or you can own teams, but you can’t be an umpire and own one of the teams that’s in the game.” – Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-Massachusetts) (regarding “Big Tech”).94

• “We cannot allow giant companies to assert their power over critical public infrastructure.” – Senator Mike Crapo (R-Idaho) (regarding Facebook).95

This bipartisan outcry for regulation of technology companies, including in the privacy sphere, only underscores the need for regulation in the area of data encryption. Attorney General William Barr made this point in the Keynote Address at the International Conference on Cyber Security in July 2019.96 Highlighting that it is service providers, device manufactures, and application developers—not lawmakers—who control how private information is used, he stated that, “as a result, law enforcement agencies are increasingly prevented from accessing . . . evidence essential to detecting and investigating crimes.”97 Barr acknowledged that cybercriminals and hackers pose threats, but emphasized that we also face threats from violent criminals, terrorists, and predators, all of whom live in the digital age. He cautioned, “[w]hile we should not hesitate to deploy encryption to protect ourselves from cybercriminals, this should not be done in a way that eviscerates society’s ability to defend itself against other types of criminal threats.”98
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Conclusion

In short, Big Tech should not be the entity to regulate Big Tech. Rather, Congress, comprised of democratically elected officials, “must determine the balance in our society between personal privacy and public safety.”

APPENDIX B

Letters from District Attorney Cyrus R. Vance, Jr. to Apple and Google (2014)
October 1, 2014

Tim Cook
Chief Executive Officer
Apple, Inc.
One Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA 95014

Dear Mr. Cook:

My Office is charged with ensuring the public safety of a daytime population of 3.1 million people. In this capacity, I am sworn to protect New Yorkers from everyday criminal misconduct ranging from sex crimes and domestic violence to robbery, cyber fraud and homicide.

I write in reference to Apple’s recent announcement that it has engineered iOS 8 in such a way that the company is unable to comply with judicial warrants ordering it to unlock users’ passcode-protected iPhones and iPads.

In 2014, much of the evidence required to prosecute crimes is stored on these devices. Apple’s inability to comply with valid search warrants thus severely hampers our ability to enforce a wide range of criminal laws, and serve the victims of those crimes.

Recently, it has come to light that certain federal government employees and contractors were able to gain access to smartphone data without obtaining warrants – regardless of the data’s relevance to national security.

My Office engages in no such activity. Absent narrow circumstances, we cannot search a mobile device without a warrant. Neither can thousands of state and local prosecutor’s offices throughout the country.

I believe that all Americans have the right to be free from warrantless searches, whether of their homes, cars, phones, or tablets. But as you know, Apple’s new encryption is not aimed at curbing warrantless or otherwise unconstitutional searches. Rather, iOS 8 impairs federal, state, and local law enforcement officers who collect evidence and execute warrants issued by impartial judges upon findings of probable cause.

I would welcome the opportunity to meet at your earliest convenience to explore solutions which more carefully balance user privacy and the traditional enforcement of criminal laws. My Office will follow up with a telephone call. I look forward to speaking soon.
Sincerely,

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr.

cc: Bruce Sewell, Esq.
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
Larry Page  
Chief Executive Officer  
Google, Inc.  
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway  
Mountain View, CA 94043

Dear Mr. Page:

My Office is charged with ensuring the public safety of a daytime population of 3.1 million people. In this capacity, I am sworn to protect New Yorkers from everyday criminal misconduct ranging from sex crimes and domestic violence to robbery, cyber fraud and homicide.

I write in reference to Google’s recent statement that it has engineered Android “L” in such a way that the company is unable to comply with judicial warrants ordering it to unlock users’ passcode-protected Android devices.

In 2014, much of the evidence required to prosecute crimes is stored on these devices. Google’s inability to comply with valid search warrants thus severely hampers our ability to enforce a wide range of criminal laws, and serve the victims of those crimes.

Recently, it has come to light that certain federal government employees and contractors were able to gain access to smartphone data without obtaining warrants – regardless of the data’s relevance to national security.

My Office engages in no such activity. Absent narrow circumstances, we cannot search a mobile device without a warrant. Neither can thousands of state and local prosecutor’s offices throughout the country.

I believe that all Americans have the right to be free from warrantless searches, whether of their homes, cars, phones, or tablets. But as you know, Android’s default encryption setting is not aimed at curbing warrantless or otherwise unconstitutional searches. Rather, it will impair federal, state, and local law enforcement officers who collect evidence and execute warrants issued by impartial judges upon findings of probable cause.

I would welcome the opportunity to meet at your earliest convenience to explore solutions which more carefully balance user privacy and the traditional enforcement of criminal laws. My Office will follow up with a telephone call. I look forward to speaking soon.

October 1, 2014
Sincerely,

Cyrus R. Vance, Jr.

cc: David Drummond, Esq.
    Senior Vice President and Chief Legal Officer